Shout Outs
January 13, 2017
Shout Out to Taylor Newell from Mrs. Carranza
Taylor brought a jumbo pack of lined paper for all the students to take as they have need from day to
day. Thank you Taylor for your generosity and wonderful sense of community.
Shout Out to Bianca Padilla and Alexis Fuentes from Mrs. Galvan
Bianca and Alexis came into class and found that another student had left their purse behind. They
let me know and turned the purse in to me. The student who had left the purse behind came to pick
it up and was very appreciative. Thank you Bianca and Alexis so much for your Honesty and Integrity,
I sincerely appreciate it.
Shout Out to Kay Ibarra from Ms. Ambriz
Kay found a cell phone in the restroom and immediately turned it in to the office. I am certain the
owner was grateful to get their cell phone back. Thank you Kay for your integrity and great example
of citizenship.
Shout Out to Maria Ramon from Mrs. Carranza
Maria found a calculator that was missing from my class set and returned it to me promptly. Thank
you Maria for helping me find the missing calculator, way to cross the Line of Pride.
Shout Out to Yamilex Gonzalez and Ethan Montalvo from Ms. Galvan
Yamilex and Ethan noticed that my books and dictionaries were scattered around the class room.
They stayed after their Semester Exam and picked up all the dictionaries and placed all the books
where they belong. Thank you Yamilex and Ethan for so much for helping me get my room in order
before the Holidays. Great example of Lion Pride.
Thanks to all our students that earned a shout out this week. Please come by later to the front office
and pick up your prize. Students and Staff lets support all our Teams and Organizations that are
competing this and every week. Pride Nation, you ROCK!

